
VODAN in a Box: Proof of Concept

VODAN-in-a-Box (ViB) is a composition of multiple FAIR-enabling and open-source services with a single goal: to support gathering electronic Case 
Report Forms as FAIR Data in a machine-actionable way but without a need to expose or transfer data outside the facility (so-called on-premise solution). 
As the name suggests, it is related to the activities of GO FAIR’s implementation network called Virus Outbreak Data Network. It aims to promote FAIR 
Data during the current and also future virus outbreaks. The most significant partner VODAN-Africa, a network of universities and hospitals in Uganda, 
Ethiopia, Nigeria, Kenya, Tunisia, and Zimbabwe, participated actively in M4M workshops and on proving the concept of ViB solution. Valuable feedback 
and beneficial experience emerged during the deployment across African countries for both local experts and developers of the solution. Due to the 
Proof of Concept that we present in this poster, future development and use of VODAN-in-a-Box can be outlined.
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The ViB deployment is designed to be relatively simple, even though it consists of multiple 
interconnected services. It is distributed as an open-source GitHub repository with necessary 
configuration files and docker-compose.yml. Therefore, Docker and docker-compose are required 
for running the ViB both locally as well as in production mode for higher security and availability. ViB 
connects CRF Wizard (specialized Data Stewardship Wizard, DSW), FAIR Data Point (FDP), and 
triple stores. Both FDP and DSW are highly-configurable and actively developed open-source 
projects. To deploy ViB in production mode, the teams from VODAN-Africa network had to prepare 
DNS records for those services including generating SSL certificates for secure access. Some 
configuration steps are needed to be done manually due to security reasons (e.g. setting secrets, 
passwords, and permissions) or local configuration (e.g. own metadata layers in FDP). Thanks to 
successful collaboration within the network and provided documentation, there were only minor 
issues during the deployment-related to some misconfiguration or problems acquiring certificates. 
Kampala International University deployed the first ViB in production on 22nd July 2020, just a 
one day after its full demonstration during a regular M4M workshop. 

Deployment On-Premise

On 29th June 2020, a query test between the Netherlands and Africa with data held in residence was 
carried out successfully. The already installed FAIR datapoints support automation of cross country 
data exchange of observational COVID-19 patient data. Allows hospitals, facilities and researchers in 
different countries to query FAIR compliant data at the same time while fully complying with local 
data protection and governance laws. Mock data was fed into the VODAN-in-a-Box using the CRF 
Wizard tool whose semantic model was originally based on the WHO COVID-19 form standard. The 
test was demonstrated by Mariam Basajja and Erik Flikkenschield. 

This was done using SPARQL which is an RDF query language. A three-database distributed SPARQL 
query was entered into the AllegroGraph query interface, which is also part of the ViB. Within this 
testing query, three service call requests were made using the SPARQL endpoints of the three 
countries’ (Uganda, Kenya, and Netherlands) to get and display the facility name against the number 
of COVID-19 patients.

Proof of Concept

Future Steps and Call to Action

In the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, very few data are publicly available in Africa. It is not easy to tell 
whether these data do not exist in reality, or they do exist, but access to them is very limited due to 
several reasons. The establishment of the Covid-19 FAIR Data Points shall help address the challenges 
of data accessibility and interoperability that gravely affect public health responses to disease 
outbreaks. It will also serve the following purposes: give Africa an important role in the fight 
against the Coronavirus pandemic; ensure data ownership (African data resides in Africa and 
avoid digital data removal to warehouses elsewhere); enable Africa to be a huge resource of verified 
data and strengthen data-informed health systems for Africa and the world. In addition to this, 
further ViB development is being planned to allow local customizations and other data types. This 
everyone can try it on their own and even improve due to its open-source nature.
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